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How to Sort Causes in the Study of
Environmental Change and Violent Conflict
David Dessler

4.1 Introduction
What role. if any, does environmental change play in the causal processes
that generate and sustain violent conflict? Case·study analysis of large-scale
political and social violence around the world- violence that includes interstate war, ethnic clashes, riots. insurgency, and revolution - suggests that
environmental change can be a positive causal factor for violent conflict. I

But emironmental change never acts alone. Violent conflict is always
brought about by multiple causes; and from one case to the next, the number.
type, and arrangement of causes will vary significantly. Thus the causal
contribution of environmental change to any given conflict is difficult to
detennine. The analytical challenge is to develop a method or procedure for
detennining the contribution of a particular type of factor (environmental
change) to a specified type of outcome (violent conflict) in a multi~causal
setting.
In response to this challenge, this chapter proposes an analytical scheme
for sorting causes in conflict studies. In 4.2. the issues in the debate about
causal importance are surveyed. Then, two modes of sorting - one
quantitative (4.3), the other qualitative (4.4) - are described and examined.
The quantitative scheme is found to be impractical, while it is argued that the
qualitative one is in need of theoretical grounding. The theoretical grounding
for a qualitative sorting scheme is developed in 4.5 and 4.6. The resulting
typology is discussed in 4.7 in tenns of concrete examples drawn from
existing research on environmental change and conflict. In the conclusion.
the research implications of the qualitative sorting scheme are discussed.

4.2 Why Causal Importance is an Issue
Causal importance is an issue in the study of environmental change and
violent conflict because some analysts of conflict view the research focus on
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environmental change as unj ustified. Thomas Homer·Dixon summarizes the
arguments of these skeptics:
First, skeptics sometimes claim there is no evidence that environmental
change causes conflict. Second, skeptics often suggest that, even if there
is evidence, the research problem is not particularly interesting. This
second argument has a number of forms. The research problem might be
uninteresting because there have always been confl icts arising from
resource scarcities; because environmental change is an endogenous
variable; because, even if exogenous, environmental change is at most an
aggravating cause of connict; because human societies show great
adaptability in response to resource scarcity; or because environmentally
induced conflict, even if it occ urs, will not have international
repercussions. 2
Daniel Deudney amplifies some ofthese skeptical arguments and adds others,
in an article intended 'to cast doubt upon the tendency to link environmental
degradation and national security'.3 Deudney makes three claims:
First, it is analytically misleading to think of environmental degradation
as a national security threat, because the traditional focus of nat ional
security - interstate violence - has litt le in common with either
environmental problems or solutions. Second, the effort to harness the
emotive power of nationalism to help mobilize environmental awareness
and action may prove counterproductive by undermining globalist
political sensibility. And third, environmental degradation is not very
likely to cause interstate wars.
What is most striking about these skeptical arguments is their variety:
attempts to link the environment with conflict or security are attacked from
nearly every conceivable direction. Notall of these attacks are well·grounded.
Forexample, it is simply a non sequitur to argue that we should not study the
environment's effect on conflict because environmentally·induced conflict
is nothing new. And the claim that environmental change does not pose a
threat of increased conflict because human societies adjust well to resource
constraints would seem to require for its vindication more empirical research
on the lints between environmental change, human adaptabi lity, and conflict
- the very research the claim is meant to undermine.
Other skeptical attacks, while well-grounded, are tangential to the
researcher's core concern of discovering the causal links between
environmental change and conflict. For example, Deudney claims that we
should not analytically link environmental degradation to national security
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because todo so is to stretch the term 'national security' beyond its usefulness.
Deudney's warning against labeling everything that causes a decline in
human well·being a 'security threat' is well taken. But equally, we shou~dnot
permit our Cold War vision of'security threat' pe~anently to constr:am our
thinking about national security. Just as an analytical ~ool can be rumed by
stretching it too far to meet new cir~umstanc.es, so can It ~ r~ndered useless
by permitting it to become frozen 10 an anttquated apphca~lOn. But f~r the
most pan we can leave this issue aside. As long ~s we are 1Oten:sted 10 !he
specific problem of identifying the environmen~ 's I~pa~t on confll~t, ~othmg
much rides on how (or even whether) we def10e natIOnal secuTlty or the
boundaries of security studies. These latter issues are sufficiently high.lev~l
that much concrete research can be carried on in the absence of their
resolution. Of course, the links between focused, concrete research on the
one hand and the larger conceptual issues of linking the environment and
security on the other are crucial, and should be considered a long·te.rm
objective of research. My point here refers only to the short-run resolutton
of certain research practicalities.
.
.
Deudney's second point is that linking en~ lron":,ental .~egradatto.n to
national security is a poor rhetorical strategy If one s pohtlcal ~oal IS to
stimulate appropriate action on various environmental fronts. It IS a poor
strategy because it feeds destructive nationalist political sentiments. 'Instead
of linking "national security" to the environmental pro~lem ', Deud~e'y
argues, 'environmentalist~ should emphasize ~hat t~~ envlronmen!al CTISIS
calls into question the natIOnal grouptng and Its p~lv,tleged status I~ world
politics'.( Deudney's objection here is n~t (~s It IS above) agamst the
scientisf's linking of environment and secuTlty, m the attempt to understand
causes; rather, it is against the political strategist's linking of the two, in th,e
attempt to mobilize action. But these two pro~lems are separable. Even If
Deudney's political advice is sound, it tells ~s l!ttle,abouthow to stu~y these
issues scientifically. On the other hand , thiS dismissal of Deudney s argu·
ment is too easy, for it does not take into account the deep structural
connections (which Deudney himself does not explore) between the manner
in which we study problems sc ientifically and the ways in wh ich ~e
conceptualize political strategies for solvingthes~ p,,?blems. Nonetheless m
the short run we can certainly separate our sCientific analyses from our
political strateg~es. That is,. there is no rea~on ~e ~annot stu~y
environmentally.mduced conflict under the rubnc of n~t~onal secur~ty
studies' while at the same time we pursue concrete pohtlcal strategies
designed to undercut, rather than re inforce, the malignant effects of
nationalism.
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The remaining skeptical arguments define the problem that is the central
concern of this chapter: the problem of developing a method or procedure for
detennining the contribution of environmental change to violent conflict.
The upshot of these arguments is. to put it somewhat crudely. that
environmental change simply is not all that important. Violent conflict.
according to these arguments. is 'really' or 'fundamentally' caused by
political, social, and economic factors; environmental change contributes
nothing outside these basic detenninants or, at most, serves only to 'amplify',
'aggravate' or in some other way intensify or expedite processes that orig inate
in other types of causes.
Before developing a scheme that will help us consider and respond
systematically to these skeptical arguments, it is worth briefly summarizing
the nature of the studies to which they are directed. I will focus here on the
findings of the international research project on Environmental Change and
Acute Conflict sponsored by the Peace and Conflict Program at the University of Toronto and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 5 I focus on
this project because of its explicit commitment to develop a systematic
understanding of the relation between environmental change and violent
conflict. This commitment has made the project an important target for the
skeptical attacks summarized above. It also makes the project a logical reference point for the analytical scheme to be developed here.
This project has generated two types of intel lectual product: first, detailed
case histories of violent conflict, where environmental factors apparently
playa non-negligible causal role; and second. an inductively-generated
scheme for classifying causes, effects, and recurring cause-effect linkages.
( I) Case-studies. Ou r empirical knowledge of the lin ks between
env ironmental change and conflict is contained largely in historical narratives
of individual episodes of conflict. Each narrative provides what philosophers
of science have labeled a genetic explanation. In the genetic model. the
analyst
presents the phenomenon under study as the final stage of a
developmental sequence, and accordingly accounts for the phenomenon
by describing the successive stages of that sequence (... ) In a genetic
explanation each stage must be shown to 'lead to' the next. 6
Here is a clear exemplar of a genetic account of violent conflict from the
Senegal River valley in 1989:
During the 1970s (... ) the prospect of chronic food shortages and a serious
drought encouraged the region's governments to seek international
financing for [two dams in the Senegal River valley]( ... ) (T]he plan had
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unfortunate and unforseen consequences (... ) (A]nticipation of the new
dams raised land values along the river in areas where high· intensity
agriculture was to become feas ible. The elite in Mauritania, which
consists primarily of white Moors, then rewrote legislation governing
land ownership, effectively abrogating the rights of black Africans to
continue fanni ng, herding. and fis hing along the Mauritanian riverbank
(... ) In the spri ng of 1989 the killing of Senegalese farmers by
Mauritanians in the river basin triggered explosions of ethnic violence in
the two countries. In Senegal almost all of the 17,(X)() shops owned by
Moors were destroyed. and their owners were deported to Mauritania. In
both countries several hundred people were killed, and the two nations
nearly came to war. 7
This explanation posits a causal chain from an initial situation in the 1970s
(apprehenSion of drought and food shortages in Senegal and Mauritania) to
the phenomenon for which anexplanation is sought (violent conflict between
Mauritanians and Senegalese, between Moors and non -Arab black Africans).
The narrative is explanatory in virtue of the causal connections drawn
between each of the steps leading from the initial situation to the final
phenomenon: in this case, from fear of drought and famine to plans for the
dams; from planning for the dams to changes in land values along the river;
from changes in land values to the rewriting of legislation governing land
ownership; and so forth, until the stage of violent conflict is reached. Each
stage is shown to 'lead to' the next. Researchers have constructed genetic
accounts in a sim ilar fashion for several other episodes of violent conflict
where environmental change is implicated. These nanatives explain the
genesis of conflict in areas including Bangladesh-Assam, the Jordan River
basin, the Philippines, South Africa, Peru, Haiti, and China. s
(2) Inductively-generated typologies of causes, effects, and causal
palterns. In addition to constructing these case·study accounts, researchers
in the Environmental Change and Acute Conflict project have generated a
useful classification of causes, effects, and causal patterns across cases. These
classificatory schemes are produced through an essentially inductive
operation. For example, looking across the case-studies. the environmental
factors that appear in the various genetic accounts are seen to fall into seven
categories: greenhouse warming; stratospheric ozone depletion; acid
deposition; deforestation; degradation of agricultural land; overuse and pol.
lution of water supplies; and depletion of fish stocks. The social effects of
these environmental problems can, in tum, be classified in tenns of four
distinct types: decreased agricultural production; decline in economic wealth
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and/or productivity: population displacement; and disrupted institutions and
social relations. 9
Inductive analysis also reveals commonalities in causal patterns - that is,
in the genetic sequences leading to violent conflict. Thomas Homer-Dixon
observes that the causal chain leading to conflict in the Philippines 'can be
seen around the planet'. This genetic sequence can be summarized as follows:
Population growth and unequal access to good land force huge numbers
of rural people into cities or onto marginal lands. In the latter case, they
cause environmental damage and become chronically poor. Eventually
these people may be the source of persistent upheaval, or they may migrate yet again, stimulating ethnic conflicts or urban unrest elsewhere. lo
Homer-Dixon also identifies ' three principal types of conflict', which is
another way of classifying by causal pattern. l ! The first Iype is the 'simple
scarcity conflict', which arises 'when stale actors rationally calculate their
interests in a zero-sum or negative-sum situation as might arise from resource
scarcity.' The second is the 'group identity conflict', which arises 'from the
large-scaJe movement of populations brought about by environmental
change'. And the third type of conflict is that of 'relative deprivation',
produced by the following causal dynamic: 'as developing societies produce
less wealth (... ) their citizens will probably become increasingly discontented
by the widening gap between their actual level of economic achievement and
the level they feel they deserve' .
Anyone who reads these genetic accounts of violent conflict, or who
works through the classificatory schemes based on them, cannot fail to be
struck by the repealed appearance of environmental change in the generative
processes leading to conflict. But the central epistemological issue does not
concern the presence of environmental change in these causal processes. No
one denies that environmental change is somehow' involved'. The issue is
ratherthe importance of environmental change in producing violent conflict.
It is to th is concern that we now tum.
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starting point a time when the probability of violence is fairly low. The task
is then to trace the pathway that produces a higher and higher probability of
violence. culminating finally in its outbreak. We might conceive of these
probabilities through time as form ing a smooth function P(t), which yields
at any time the probability of violent conflict then breaking out. Call this
function the probability trajectory of conflict. Idealized examples of a
probability trajectory are given in Figure 1. 12

Figure 1. Probability Trajectory: Two Examples
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4.3 Probability Trajectories: Quantitative Sorting
In agenetic account, conflict is shown to result from a causal chain of actions,
events, and outcomes. One might conceptualize this chain as a causal
pathway along which some probability of the outbreak of violent conflictcall it Pv - always exists. At the time violence breaks out - call this time
t'" - p. =1. For all time t<t"', (kP.< I . A genetic account typically takes as its
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The concept of a probability trajectory gives a detenninate meaning to the
~otion o~ 'c~usal imp?rt~ce·. A causal factor is important in proportion to
Its quantltauve contnbution to the probability of the outbreak of violent
conflict. Consider Figure I(a). At time t = t', some factor causes the
probability of violence to increase from 0.2 to 0.9. Later, at t = a.T)other
causal factor triggers an outbreak of violence - that is. it causes P to increase
from 0.9 to 1. In this scenario, we can say that the first causal factor is more
important than the second, in the sense that the first makes a greater
quantitative contribution to the probability trajectory that leads to conflict.
This scheme provides us with a clear basis for detennining the relati ve
importance of the multiple causes of violent conflict. One environmental
cause is more important than another if it makes a greater quantitative
contribution to the evo lving probability trajectory of conflict. But, this
scheme is impractical for two reasons. First, we have no way of measuring
the pro~~bilitie s implied
this trajectory. and thus no way of attributing
probability changes to particular factors. Second, even if we could measure
the probability of violence at various points along a causal pathway, we
would still find it difficult to attribute changes in this probability to individual
factors. since such probability changes are typically caused by combinations
of factors. For example, a drought may be the proximate trigger of a confl ict
- the factor that raises the probability of violence from, say, 0.9 to I - but its
causal impact is mediated through various social and economic structures
that enable and constrain responses to the drought. Causes do not stretch
thems~lves out along a linear chain for our analysis. The problem of multiple
causation reappears, or at least threatens to reappear, at each point along the
causal pathway.
.Th~ concept ?f a probability trajectory underpins a second logic for
attnbutmg causal Importance, this one drawing on counter-factual reasoning.
In cases where several factors independently contribute toan increase in the
probability of violence, we may conclude that one of them was not causally
Important to the outcome, if violence would have occurred even in its absence.
For ex~mpl~ , several factors may contribute to a particular migration that
results In an m.cre~sed probability of conflict in the regions bearing the brunt
of the population mflow. (The case of Bangladesh-Assam provides a useful
real-world illustration.) In such a case, we may decide that one of the factors
promoting out-migration was not important in this story, in the sense that the
out-migration would have occurred anyway because of the other factors
bringing it about. In this case the causal factor may be termed counterfactually unimportant to the observed outcome. Of course, it is possible that
such causes, while not crucial to the fact of an event occurring, may be
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responsible for the event occurring when it did. That is, a factor that is
counter-factually unimportant to the occurrence of an effect may be deemed
counter-factually important to its timing. Suppose the cause that occurred at
tt (call itC') in Figure l(a) had not been present. The causal pathway may still
have led to violent conflict, though at a later time, as illustrated by the
trajectory in Figure t(b). (This second trajectory portrays the pathway of
probabilities that would have obtained had C' not been present, but with other
causal feat ures behind the pathway in Figure I(a) unchanged.) In this case,
C' is considered counter-factually important to the timing. but not the
occurrence, of conflict.
Again, however, what must be emphasized is that we have no way of
accurately measuring the probability of conflict at a particular point in time,
nor of making fine-grained judgements as to changes in the probability of
conflict from one moment to the next. Even less do we have a basis for the
accurate construction of counter-factual pathways. The notion of a probability
trajectory. while useful in clarifying some of the conceptual issues involved
in attributing importance to causes in a multifactor setting,does not provide
a viable basis for sorting causes in empirical analysis. For such a basis we
must look elsewhere.

4.4 Explanatory Relativity: Qualitative Sorting
It is axiomatic among philosophers of science that we never explain events,
only aspects of events. Consider the simple example of explaining a lunar
eclipse. I) We do not - we cannot - explain 'the eclipse' tout coun. We
explain its timing. its duration, its visibility from certain parts of earth, and
so on. In other words, we select some aspect or feature of the eClipse, called
the explanandum-phenomenon (e.g .• its duration), and we describe this feature in a sentence, called the explanandum-sentellce (e.g., 'The eclipse lasted
two hours and ten minutes '). Explanation is then a matter of showing that this
sentence can be inferred or deduced from a set of sentences, called collecti vel y
the explanans, which typically describe the operation of the cause or causes
relevant to the specified explanandum-phenomenon. In this example, the
explanans would provide information regarding the size of the Earth's
shadow projected into space, the diameter of the Moon, and its orbital
velocity. If we wished to explain the timing of the eclipse, we would appeal
10 other explanatory infonnalion.
Because we can explain only aspects of events, event-explanations are
always relativized in an important way to our interests. As suggested above,
99
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while one person may have an interest in knowing why the ecl ipse lasted as
long as it did, another may want to know why it happened when it did,
Because the explanans of the first answer will not be sufficient for responding to the second query, the second investigator may be un interested in the
first answer and may even regard it as 'unimportant'. But ' importance' here
is clearly a pragmatic notion. That is, its force depends upon one 'sexplanatory
interests, What the second investigator may mean by calling the causal information in the first expJanans 'unimportant' is that the causal factors isolated
there (those that explain the duration of the eclipse) are irrelevant to, or are
insufficient for, an expl anation of the second investigator's interest, which
is the timing of the eclipse.
To say that explanations are relativized to interests is not, of course, to
make their assessment an entirely 'subjective' affair, because the validity of
a causal claim depends fundamentally on the causal structure of the world.
Explaining the duration of the eclipse by appeal to the size of the Earth's
shadow and the orbital velocity of the Moon will be successful only if the
Earth's shadow really has the dimensions attributed to it and the Moon moves
with the velocity it is claimed to have. Of course, there will be pragmaticallydriven arguments over such thin gs as the degree of accuracy we desire in our
measurements, and at what expenditure of effort, but these debates presuppose the basic distinction emphasized here between the causal structure of
the world (which is independent of our interests) and ou r valuation of
knowledge about this structure (which cannot claim such independence). To
say that explanations are relativized to our interests is therefore not to say that
explanations gain their validity through interest-dependent appraisals,
Instead. it is only to claim that a valid explanation of some aspect of an event
may be appraised differently by different observers because they have different explanatory interests. In other words, while judgements of the validity
of a scientific explanation are grounded fundamentally in 'objective' canons
of scientific inquiry. assessments of such properties as its 'importance:
'significance,' and 'relevance' depend crucially on the interests one brings
to the explanatory problem.
This point about explanatory relativity implies that we must be careful
when we ask the question: is environmental change important to conflict?
Because we have no reliable basis for answering this question quantitatively,
the question threatens to generate pragmatically-driven debates that reflect
not causal processes 'out there' but differences between the interests that
scientists' in here' bring to the problem. Before tackling questions of causal
importance directly, then, we must be careful to control for these interestbased differences by asking the preliminary question: how does
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environmental change contribute to conflict? A proper answer to this
question, as the above discussion of explanatory relativity suggests, requires
us to break down an outcome-to-be-explained into its various aspects or
components, each of which deserves causal inve~tigation. !he challeng~ is
to come up with a non-arbitrary scheme for breakmg down ,10 an appropnate
way the conflicts in wh ich we are interested. What we want ~s a generallzab~e
causal typology that can be applied across cases. Homer-Dixon notes that In
much academic writing, env ironmental scarcity is often s~id to 'ag~va~e',
'amplify', or 'trigger' violent con.flict. These causal,verbs,lmply a, ~uahta~lv~
sorting scheme, but, as Homer-Dixon observes, ~helf use IS often 1,~precl~
and 'fuzzy', and we need some way of c1arify mg and systematizing their
employment in the analysis of conflict." In other words. we need a clearly
articulated and well-grounded causal typology. What Homer-Dixon quite
rightly perceives as imprecision and fuzziness may very we~1 be the.re~ult of
not having a systematic grounding or rationale f~r the dlfferenliatlOn, of
qualitative causal roles these verbs are meant to Imply. In the follOWing
sections, this grounding and the typology it supports are developed and
discussed. The issue of causal importance is raised again at the end of that
section,
To summarize the argument so far: Environmental change is an
ubiquitous cause of violent conflict. Is it also an import~tcause? No answer
to this question is possible without first con~rontlng the problem of
explanatory relativity. Before asking about causallmport~ce we should ask
about causal role. The central question is: How do envuonmental causes
contribute to violent conflict?

4.5 Intentional-Actor Model of Human Behavior
Return to the genetic model of explanation, ~h at licenses the. causal
connections asserted to hold between the successive stages? ConSIder the
genetic account of the 1989 conflict in the Senegal River va.lley. briefly
summarized above. Here is how the movement from one stage In the causal
chain to the next is summarized at one point in the account:

,,

[A}nticipation of the new dams raised land values alon~ the river in ~e~
where high-intensity agriculture was to become feaSible. The ehte In
Mauritania, which consists primarily of white Moors, then rewrote
legislation governing land ownership, effectively abrogating the rights
of black Africans to continue farming, herding, and fishing along the
Mauritanian riverbank. L3
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While there is ~o exp.l icit .causal clain:' made here attributing the rewriting of
lan~-o~nersh lp legislation to the Increased land values. J believe the
attnbutlon of acausal relation is clearly intended. The t\.\'o sentences are not
mean~ merely. to descri be two successive states of affairs, but to link them
genetically -I.e. to suggest that the second fact arose out of, or came about
beca~se of, the first. T.his connection be~ween the facts is meant to provide
us with an un~ers~andmg of how the cham of events was leading to conflict.
The question IS, why should we believe that these two success ive states
of affairs- increase in land values; rewriting of land-ownersh ip laws-stand
toone ~noth er as cause ,,:"d effect? Call this the question of causa/licensing.
~at licenses causal claims? The answer here. as it is everywhere in science.
IS theo:~. By theory. I mean simply a depiction of the nature or structure of
the enutJes or phenomena under study. For example. according to the kinetic
theory of gases, a gas is a collection of small molecules in ceaseless random
motion. By reveal ing the structures 'beneath' some behavior of interest.
theory offers a basis for explain ing the causal relations evident in that
behavior. For ~xample., we .know that increasing the temperature of an
enclosed gas will result m an Increased pressure. These successive states-of~ffairs s~and. to one another as cause and effect. What licenses this judgement
IS the kmetlc theory of gases. The kinetic picture tell s us that when the
temper~l~re of a gas is increased, the speed of the molecules that comprise
the g~s ISm~reased; as these molecules gain speed, they hit the wall s of their
cont~mer Wlt~ g:e~ter energy, and ~his is registered as increased pressure.
The underl YIng picture thus explai ns the 'surface' regularity.
What we are looking for, then. is a picture of the structures that underlie
and. ex plain the causa l relations posited in our genetic accou nts of
envlTonmental change and violent conflict. I believe these accounts are all
based ?n the s,ame picture or theory: the intentional-actor mode/ of human
?ehaVl~r. This model underp in s what arguably has become the most
mfluenttal g~neral. approach ~o explaining human behav ior in philosophy
and the .soclal sC iences: rallonal choice theory. While thi s theoretical
perspective has had the deepest impact on economics - most economic
theorizin~ is rooted in.th~ axiom.atic theory of rational choice and in game
theory - It has made slgmficant mroads in the other social sciences and in
philosophy as well. In political science, for exam ple, rational-choice models
are. used to expl~in a wide range of activities including voting behavior,
national trade poliCY. and war. 'Analytical Marxists' develop Marxist themes
alo~g ralional-ch~ice lines. Political philosophers analyze problems of the
SOCial contract With game·theoretic tools designed to illustrate how civil

soc iety can arise from a 'state of nat ure.' These examples could be
multiplied,'6
The intentional·actor model can be summarized as follows. Human
action is the product of two successive filtering operations. 11 The first
separates what is feas ible from what is not: it detennines the content of the
feasible set or opportunity set of an actor. 'Feasibility' here marks a hard
separation between what is physically. psychologically, economically, and
socially possible for a person from what is not. For example. leaping over a
tall building in a single bound, running faster than a speeding bullet. and
surviving for years without fluid intake are not within any human's feasible
set. Similarly, one cannot live beyond one's economic means. nor can one
communicate with another using an unknown language or medium.
The second fi ltering operation results in an action being chosen from the
opportun ity set. Two primary mechanisms underpin this operation - one
rooted in individual rationality, the other in social nonus. Through these
mechanisms. an actor selects acourse of behavior. A choice is rational when
it is the best means to a given end. and when it is chosen because of this fact.
Rational action is thus outcome-oriented. Nonn-guided act ion, by contrast,
is not. Social nonns are shared beliefs about proper and improper behavior
in defined circumstances. An action is nonn-guided when it is meant to
conform to such beliefs, rather than to serve an instrumental goal. Social
norms include a range of politically uninteresting beliefs - such as those
regulating various fonns of etiquette - but they also encompass standards of
behavior directly relevant to the dynamics of intergroup conflict - such as
norms of revenge.
It is an intentional-actor model that underlies or licenses the causal claim
from the Senegal River case discussed above. The authors of that claim do
not justify the sequence 'increased land values-> new land-ownership laws'
as a causal sequence - indeed. they do not even explicitly present it as such
- because, I believe, the authors uncontroversially presume that the reader
knows why land·ownership laws wil l be rewritten (in favorof those doing the
rewriting) when land values change, That is, the authors presume the reader
shares with them an implicit commitment to an intentional-actor framework
for ex plaining human behavior. The Moors in Mauritania were seeking
greater wealth. and perhaps greater power. as new opportunities for wealth
and power arose. Once we see the first fact (increased land values) in these
terms- as the appearance of new opportunities for certain actors- we see why
the second fact (rewriting of land·ownership laws) follows. The second fact
is the result of rational actions taken in light of the new opportunities that the
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first fact represents. In this way, we see the first and second facts related as
cause and effect.
The intentional-actor model, which I believe is essentiall y universally
shared among analysts of env ironmental change and violent conflict,
provides a basis for systematically sorting causes in a qualitative typology.
The next task is to explain how.

4.6 Triggers, Targets, Channels, and Catalysts
The intentional-actor model provides a stable basis for distinguishing
between four different roles that causes may play in generating and sustaining
violent conflict.
(1) A trigger ofan action is an event or outcome that causes that action
to become the most favored alternative in someone's feasible set. Thus, a
trigger of violent conflict is an event or action that causes someone who
previously preferred non-violence toprefer violent action instead. Of course,
as the idea of the probability trajectory discussed earlier suggests, situations
that lead directly to conflict are themselves the product of earlier states-ofaffairs with a lower probability of conflict, so that we can talk about (earlier)
triggers of actions creating situations that (later) triggers transform into
violent conflict. More generally: a trigger is any event causing actions that
increase the probability of conflict. Triggers early in time and low on the
probability curve can be termed 'distant' (in relation to the conflict itself),
while triggers closer to the outbreak of conflict and higher on the probability
curve are ' proximate' (Homer-Dixon uses the distant/prox imate continuum
to classify causes in a similar way).1 8 To cite a trigger is to explain some
aspect of the timing of a confl ict.
(2) A target is a social actor's objective, aim, or goal. The target is what
the conflict is 'about'. To cite a target is to 'understand' the conflict, to
explain the purpose of it, in the eyes of the participants. Homer-Dixon's
three-fold typology of conflict - group-identity; resource-scarcity; and relative deprivation - is based primarily on adifferentiation of conflicts in tenns
of the targets of the participants. Indeed, Homer-Dixon links the differences
between the three 'conflict types' directly to differences between three
distinct types of 'objective sought'. 19
(3) Achannel is a line of political, social, economic, ornational cleavage.
It is found at the level of the group, rather than the individual. To cite a
channel is toexplain the social, political, economic and/or cultural structures
that cause individuals to fall into the groups they do. It is, in short, to explain
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the sources and the effects of the identities of the conflict's participants.
While triggers and targets figure in the explanation of intentional action (why
an actor took a particular action at a particular time), channels figure primarily
in sub-intentional explanation (why actors have the beliefs and desires they
do) and supra-intentional explanation (why individual actions have the
collective or aggregative effects they dO).20
(4) A catalyst is any factor that controls the rate or intensity and the
duration of a conflict, once initiated. Catal ysts control these attributes by
shaping various actors' oppol1unities and desires, as these imp i~ge. o~
conflict. For example, a catalyst might serve to lengthen a conflict If It
stabilizes oppol1unities and desires in a configuration that s~stains some
actor's preference for violent conflict. Or it might cause aconfhct to !>tcome
extremely violent, by making more attractive the options of ext~eme ~Iolen~e,
in comparison to those of lesser violence. Catalysts thus explam the mtenslty
and possibly the duration of conflict.
.
This qualitative typology enables us to sort the causes that appear 10 .the
genetic accounts discussed earlier, and in so~oing to gain insight and theo~ucal
leverage on the variety of causal roles env!ronf!1ental chan~e may ~Iay 10 the
processes leading to, sustaining, and shapmg vlO!ent conflict. ~n this way we
can see just how environmental change can contnbute to conflict - as well as
seeing how some aspects or features of violent con~ict ca~not be anri~uted to
environmental change. Some concrete examples wdl c1anfy these claims.

4.7 Examples
Senegal River valley
Recall the genetic account of this episode. Environmental factors figured in
this account as triggers of actions that yielded an increasing probability of
confl ict over time. Early in the causal story, anticipation of environmental
scarcity triggered a political response (the planning of the two dams) that in
tum triggered legislative action (the rewriting of land-ownership laws) that
heightened the probability of conflict. The immediate (most proximate) trigger of a broader conflict was not an environmental action or event, but the
killing of Senegalese farmers by Mauritanians in the spring of 1989. ~e
conflict was shaped by existing ethnic and class-based channels, which
environmental change had served to reinforce and deepen. The targets that
motivated action leading to the conflict, and apparently some of the targets
within the conflict itself. were control over specific resources (i.e. the rich
fannland along the river).

(a)
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.This is. a complicated story, and one should note the multiple ways in
whIch envl~onmental change or scarcity appears in it: as a trigger (at more
than one POint), as a target, and as a constitutive element of the channels that
structure the conflict.
(b) Bangladesh-Assam

Some of the violent conflict in India in recent years has been characterized
as a 'group identity conflict' produced by migration from Bangladesh. The
genetic account, briefly summarized, is as follows. Popu lation growth in
Ba~gladesh created ' land scarcity and brutal poverty' there; Bengalis
emigrated Pru:tly (but not entirely ) as a result of these conditions (not entirely,
because certain 'pull' factors, such as India's higher standard of living, also
played acausal role). The influx of large numbers of migrants 'altered land
distribution, economic relations, and the balance of political power between
religious and ethnic groups' in the regions of India that received them. These
alterations 'triggered serious intergroup conflict'. This conflict was, at certain
times ~nd ~n certain places, horrific in its intensity. In one Indian village in
1983, m VIolence that erupted 'during a bitterly contested election' in the
state, 'Lalung tribes people massacred nearly 1,700 Bengalis in one five-hour
rampage'.21
In e~couraging out-migration from Bangladesh, environmental scarcity
was a dIStant cause of conflict, in that it triggered not the conflict itself but
certai~ processes that created a situation with a high probability of conflict.
We mIght. be te~pt~d to~rgue that scarcity was counter-fact ually unimportant
to out-mIgration In th IS story , given the presence of numerous other
contributing factors. But, as argued above, thi s argument is difficult to make
precise. Environmental scarcity also played a more proximate causal role in
fomenting tensions between such groups as the Lalung and the Bengalis, who
competed for scarce farm land. (On thi s point, the case-summary notes that
the Lalung 'accuse(d the BengalisJ of stealing the area's richest farmland'.)
Note the range of questions we might have about this episode that could
not be an.sw~red by re~erri~g to the role of environmental change. Why did
the conflIct m that IndIan VIllage begin when it did, in 1983? Here we would
want to cite the conflict's most proximate trigger, which apparently arose out
of the electoral competition in progress at the time. Why was the violence so
brutal, so intense? Here our response would cite a catalyst, some factor that
could account ~or the ~cu~ence of the brief 'rampage' in which so many
person? ":ere kIlled: ThIS m~ght, for example, be a historical faclor, perhaps
one polntmg to earher fighting between the two communities that created a
precedent (and hence an expectation or nann) for extreme violence. Why
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were the Lalung tribe pitied against the Bengalis in the first place? The
answer tothis question will cite one ormore channels, that is, it would explain
(for example) the ethnic and linguistic structures defining and dividing the
groups.
This last causal consideration- that of channels- is important, I believe,
to understanding why some analysts see most episodes of violent interethnic
conflict as fundamentally driven by factors unrelated to environmental
change. Imagine a Senegal River basin inhabited only by Senegalese, or an
Assam inhabited only by Bengalis. In such a world the group-level conflicts
we have witnessed in these regions might not take place, regardless of the
rapidity or severity of environmental degradation or scarcity, because such
violence would have no ethnic channels to follow. A precondition of
intergroup violence is, of course, intergroup divisions. No channels, no largescale violent conflict. When violence is viewed through this counterfactual
prism, environmental change will always be seen as playingasecondary role,
except in cases where the target of the conflict is control over or access to
resources.
Once causes are sorted in this qual itative manner, questions of importance
can be reconsidered. Recall the conclusion from 4.4 above, that assessments
of the overall quantitative contribution of a particu lar cause to a particular
conflict are very difficult, ifnot impossible, to measure with confidence. We
simply do have a reliable empirical basis for constructing fine-grained
probability trajectories or counterfactual pathways. But the intentional-actor
qualitative sorting scheme permits us a fresh take on the question of causal
importance. For we may very well be able to assess the relative importance
of two or more causes within a particular qualitative category - that is, we
may be able to argue that in a particular conflict (say, the one in the Senegal
River valley) one channel (say, class) was more important than another (say,
ethnicity), or that one target (say, wealth) carried more weight in a particular
actor's (the Moors') calculations than another target (say, political power).
A complete discussion of just how such inrra-categorycomparisons are to be
made would require a lengthy discussion, and the issue will not be pursued
here. The point to be emphasized is simply that while quantitative
comparisons across qualitative categories are untenable - we are comparing
apples and oranges - there is in principle no reason to think that such
comparisons cannot be made within each category.
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4.8 Conclusions
The research implicat ions of a qualitative sorting scheme based on an
intentional-actor model of human behavior can best be framed in tenns of the
two 'filters' that this model posits as generating the actions we want to
explain. The first filter. it is to be recalled, separates what is feasible from
what is not; the second filter generates a choice from the feasible set. Future
research on environmental change and violent conflict might usefully be
conceptualized in tenns of the filters that control their interrelation. At least
four different research questions are suggested by this conceptualization.
The first two focus on the first filter; the second two on the second filter.
(I) How does environmental change shape or alter people's feasible
sets? Environmental degradation and scarcity can significantly narrow the

range of a group's survival options, to the point of forcing entire populations
to migrate in search of the means to live. Environmental change can also
create new routes to wealth and power, with the attendant risks of conflict
over access to or division of the spoils.
(2)Howdoes conflict shape orolrerpeopJe' sfeosiblt sets? Conflict can,
even more dramatically than environmental degradation or scarcity, restrict
the involved actors' opportunity sets. Of particular importance is the
possibi lity that a conflict may restrict feasible options in a way that itself
leads to actions that promote environmental degradation or scarcity, thus
feeding the ongoing conflict or creating new env ironmentally-produced
conflicts as a side-effect.
(3) How does environmental change shape or alter people' s desires or
preferelU:es? This question directs researchers primarily to the long-tenn

change in desires that may eventuate from the political, economic, or social
dynamics of environmental change. For example, in a well-known economic
phenomenon, awareness of ozone depletion, deforestation, and other
environmental problems can work to increase consumers' preferences for
'environmentally responsible' products. Over a long period, environmental
degradation and scarcity may result in some groups (especially vulnerable
ones) increasing the value they assign to the resources or environmental
access they enjoy. This shift in preferences could, in the context of the very
scarcity or degradation that produces it, heighten the chances of confl ict.
(4) How does conflict shape or alter people's desires or preferences?

Once a conflict is underway, its internal dynamic may modify desires so as
to keep violence the most preferred option in the feas ible set. For example.
violence can generate the desire for revenge. Such mechanisms may help
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explain why. once triggered, 'small wars and conflicts have a tendency to be
self-reproducing', as Dan Smith points out in this ~ol~me. .
.
These questions are meant to guide research m mtenslve smgle-case
studies. Note that each of them begins with the interrogative 'how'. A proper
response to anyone requires that some sort ofprocess-~r~c.ing procedure be
utilized, in order that the links and stages between the mltlal cause (say, an
environmental change) and its effect (say, a shift in opportunities) ~ ~learly
laid out. 22 Generalizations could be arrived at inductively by compiling the
results of a number of case studies analyzed within this common framework
of questions.
. '
But which confl icts should be analyzed, and which cause-effect hnkages
traced, with in this framework? One general strategy is to search for highlevel correlations linking specific environmental and developmental factors
to conflict and then to conduct case studies that allow one to flesh out the
causal linkages in a detailed way. For example, Dan Smith's essay in this
volume has outlined the broad patterns linking conflict to both poverty and
debt at the national level. As Smith notes, the 'high statistical association'
revealed in these patterns is just that - an association - and '~ase.by-c~e
analysiS' is required to establish causation. What is n~eded,.Smlth a;gu~s, ,IS
'more focused, comparative studies of conflicts, tracmg their genesIs ~It~m
their full context'. For example, Smith suggests a causal pathway hnkmg
debt to conflict in Algeria in 1988 and 1989: the Algerian govem me~t,
wanting both to service an enonnous national debt and, nonetheless, to aVOId
World Bank intervention, reduced imports, which were largely foodstuffs.
Food prices rose but wages remained static; s~rikes ensue~, followed by riots;
after a failed attempt at economic refonn, Violence agam erupted. Here we
have a story of conflict driven largely by a narrowing ?fthe fe.asible.sets of
much of Algeria'S poorer population. With less foodathlgherpnces, viOle.nce
became a more attractive option. This is but one of the ways that debt might
lead to conflict. Consider another scenario: An indebted government accepts
World Bank and IMF intervention to control its payment crisis; as a
consequence, it suffers a lo~s of do~estic legitim~cy~ and ~iolence ensues,
In this case, we have conflict resultmg from a shift m behefs, rather than
opportunities.
.
.
Much of the research required by the above four questions Wi ll take us
beyond the boundaries typically associated with !he study .of environmen~al
change. Question 4, for example, directs ourattentton to the ~nte~al ~yn~11Ics
of violent conflict, abstracted from its external causes. The ImpliCatiOn ISthat
if we are to understand the problem of environmental change and violent
conflict, we will have to do more than carry off focused case-studies of
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episodes where environmental change helped produce \'iolent conflict. We
will have to draw on -and contribute to- social science much more broadly,
Two areas of potential theoretical contribution deserve special emphasis
here, The first concerns the study of international conflict generally, With the
end of the Cold War, the study of global violence has become theoretically
much more comp lex because fewer and fewe r conflic ts fi t the neat
classificatory schemes (e,g" the familiartrichoiomy between 'interstate war.'
'colonial war', and 'civil war') developed by political scientists since World
War II. The study of environ mentall y-induced conflicts prom ises to
contribute Significantly to our theoretical understanding of the variety of
current and potent ial international confl icts around the globe. Peace
researchers are beginning to emphasize the need to di stinguish between
different degrees of conflict (e.g., war vs. sub-war), rather than simply
different categories of them (e.g .• interstate vs, colonial), as most previous
theoretical work has done. 23
The second area of potential contribution lies in rational choice theory,
particularly in its applications to the study of international relations. One of
the key questions in a rational-choice approach to politics concerns the level
of decision or intentionality at which rationality is ascribed. For reasons of
theoretical parsimony, international relations theorists have tended to favor
explanations that invoke higher-level decision-units (such as states) over
explanations that rely on lower-level ones (such as soc ietal actors and
individuals).24 The central paradigm of 'realism' in international politics
takes states as the key decision-units in the analysis of international political
phenomena, and abjures explanations that focus on lower-level actors or
entities. But discontent with the limi ted explanatory power of the resulting
theories has led analysts in recent years to develop rational-actor frameworks
based on a more complex, differentiated, and realistic understand ing of the
various units and levels of dec ision involved in global security and political
economy issues. 2s Because contemporary conflict - in parti cular that
connected to environmental change - is not susceptible of ex planation in
tenns of a simple realist (state-centric) approach. its study will naturally
promote and gain from these theoretical developments. Future work on the
topic of env ironmental change and violent conflict will therefore both
contribute to and draw from a more realistic. more highly differe ntiated, and
increasingly soph isticated theoretical understanding of international politics
as a whole.
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Research Agenda
Nina Grager and Dan Smith
5.1 The Area of Concern
As we remarked in the introductory chapter. at the January 1994 workshop
on which this volume is based, the discussion led to a shift in focus. It became
clear that the peace and conflict implications of environmental sustainability
can best be explored by including poverty in the research framework.
The reasons for this derive in different ways from the analyses in each of
the three preceding chapters, Goodland on environmental degradation and
Smith on violent conflict both identify poverty as a major variable, Smith
also shows that the presence of one causal element in a conflict situation does
not preclude the presence of others; indeed, multi-causal conflicts are more
the norm than the exception. Dessler's methodological essay provides a
theoretical basis for understanding how and why this should be so, The
degradation of the natural environment is a major social fact. So is poverty.
Each fonns a major part of the first choice filter Dessler discusses - the
opportunity set. Both are also likely to affect social norms (for example, by
defining socially responsible consumption), which fonn one of the two
primary mechanisms that constitute the second filtering operation.
There are two simple and equally valid ways to conceive of the
appropriate conceptual framework for this research. On the one hand. one
can think of a triangle of the three problems; from each point of the triangle
there comes a causal impact on each of the other two. Alternatively, one can
think of three overlapping circles, each one defining the area of one problem.
As these circles overlap, they create four common areas. In three of these
areas, one can isolate the joint effect of two problems, In the fourth common
area, one identifies the impact of all three together. In this chapter. we
consider the main questions that a research programme on these issues could
usefully examine and we consider the most appropriate means. Before we
move to the research agenda, however. we look at the policy directions that
have emerged from the preceding chapters.
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